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Abstract
The event timeline provides one of the most001
effective ways to visualize the important his-002
torical events that occurred over a period of003
time, presenting the insights that may not be004
so apparent from reading the equivalent infor-005
mation in textual form. By leveraging gener-006
ative adversarial learning for important event007
classification and by assimilating knowledge008
based tags for improving the performance of009
event coreference resolution we introduce a010
two staged system for event timeline genera-011
tion from multiple (historical) text documents.012
In addition, we propose a vis-timeline based vi-013
sualization technique to portray the event time-014
line. We demonstrate our results on two very015
well known historical documents – the Col-016
lected Works of Mahatma Gandhi (CWMG)017
and the Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln018
(CWAL). Our results can be extremely help-019
ful for historians, in advancing research in his-020
tory and in understanding the socio-political021
landscape of a country as reflected in the writ-022
ings of political leaders/scholars. Our work023
has some parallels with timeline summariza-024
tion (TLS) tasks and therefore we use these as025
baselines. Rigorous experiments demonstrate026
that prior event detection which was hitherto027
absent in the TLS methods can improve sum-028
marization performance. In order to show that029
our methods are very generic we reuse our030
method to visualize the evolution of coron-031
avirus related events in India from a collection032
of various COVID-19 articles. We plan to re-033
lease the annotated dataset upon acceptance.034

1 Introduction035

Timeline serves as one of the most effective and eas-036

iest means to contextualize and visualize a complex037

situation ranging from grasping spatio-temporal038

events in historical studies to critical decision mak-039

ing in businesses. With the stupendous increase040

of textual resources for many historical contents041

in several online platforms it has become impera-042

tive for the history researchers to understand the043

chronological orderings of the incessant historical 044

phenomenon. The event timeline can be an ex- 045

tremely useful aid to highlight the temporal and 046

causal relationships among several events and the 047

interactions of the characters over time, that results 048

in identifying common themes that arise over the 049

period of interest in a historical document. For in- 050

stance, the following timeline in Figure 1 can be 051

remarkably helpful to recognize the context and the 052

actors of a particular event in a certain period. 053

Figure 1: Sample event timeline example extracted
from documents.

In this paper we present a full pipeline to build a 054

chronology of events extracted from historical text. 055

Our contributions are as follows. 056

• We prepare two datasets one taken from 057

the Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi 058

(CWMG) and the other taken from Collected 059

Works of Abraham Lincoln (CWAL) for our ex- 060

periments. We suitably annotate the datasets 061

for the different follow up tasks enumerated 062

below. 063

• We first classify important events from the his- 064

torical text at different instants of time. For 065

this we have manually annotated important 066

sentences (see section 4.2) from a set of the 067

articles chosen from each of the mentioned 068

datasets and trained a generative adversar- 069

ial learning based classifier (three classes – 070

event/fact, demand, other) to achieve a final 071

macro F1-score of 0.69 for CWMG and 0.65 072

for CWAL. 073
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• Once the important sentences are classified we074

perform coreference resolution to merge sen-075

tences corresponding to the same event. We076

use an unsupervised clustering technique to077

achieve this and obtain an average F1-score of078

0.55 for CWMG and 0.47 for CWAL. We fur-079

ther introduce a novel strategy including the080

temporal information from the extracted sen-081

tences and tags generated from world knowl-082

edge and pump these into the model to obtain083

a huge boost in average F1-score (0.68 and084

0.63 for CWMG and CWAL respectively). As085

a follow-up we also developed a supervised086

deep neural architecture for the coreference087

resolution task by introducing the novel con-088

cept of event mention-pairs. Consequently,089

the macro F1-score of CWMG and CWAL090

increases to 0.72 and 0.64 respectively.091

• In order to establish the generalizability of092

our approach we attempt to extend the coref-093

erence resolution task to a completely orthog-094

onal dataset – COVID-19 events in India. We095

show that both our unsupervised and super-096

vised approaches perform very well for this097

dataset. In fact, for the supervised model we098

achieve a very high F1-score of 0.94 for this099

task.100

• Our method has some parallels with time-101

line summarization (TLS) tasks. We there-102

fore compare it with the existing state-of-the-103

art TLS methods on several benchmark TLS104

datasets as well as on our datasets. One of the105

very important observation is that prior event106

detection which has so far not been explored107

in the TLS literature can have a significant108

impact on the summarization performance es-109

pecially in the context of historical corpora.110

• Finally, we present an elegant visualisation of111

the obtained results for easy readability and112

interpretation. In order to determine the read-113

ability and usefulness in the timeline, we con-114

ducted an online crowd-sourced survey. Over-115

all, 79% participants found it easily readable116

and 93% participants found it to be effective117

in summarizing historical timeline of events.118

2 Related work119

Important event classification: Zhang and Wal-120

lace (2016) used CNN to analyse sensitivity for121

text classification. Miyato et al. (2017) and Zhang122

et al. (2020) introduced virtual adversarial training123

methods for robust text classification from a small 124

number of training data points. 125

Event coreference resolution: Recent works like 126

Choubey and Huang (2017), Kenyon-Dean et al. 127

(2018) have used neural network based architec- 128

ture to train their model on benchmark corefer- 129

ence dataset (ECB+ Cybulska and Vossen (2014)). 130

Lu et al. (2020) attempted to create an end-to-end 131

event coreference resolution system based on the 132

standard KBP dataset1. 133

Timeline of historical events: Bamman and Smith 134

(2014) proposed an unsupervised generative model 135

to construct the timeline of biographical life- 136

events leveraging encyclopaedic resources such as 137

Wikipedia. Aprosio and Tonelli (2015) also uses 138

Wikipedia for timeline construction of historical 139

events. Bedi et al. (2017) attempted to construct an 140

event timeline from history textbooks considering 141

the sentences having temporal expressions. Adak 142

et al. (2020) created an AI-enabled web portal by 143

digitizing the textual resources from the Collected 144

Works of Mahatma Gandhi (Preservation and Trust, 145

2013). 146

Timeline summarization (TLS): The timeline 147

summarization task aims to summarize time evolv- 148

ing documents, which models the input documents 149

along with their temporal information unlike tradi- 150

tional document summarization. Gholipour Gha- 151

landari and Ifrim (2020) evaluated existing state-of- 152

the-art methods for news timeline summarization 153

and proposed datewise and clustering based ap- 154

proaches on the TLS datasets. Born et al. (2020) 155

demonstrated the potential of employing several 156

IR methods on TLS tasks based on a large news 157

dataset. La Quatra et al. (2021) proposes a new 158

approach by generating date level summaries, and 159

then selecting the most relevant dates for the time- 160

line summarization. 161

The present work: This work is in line with the 162

event timeline summarization (TLS) task but on 163

a general historical corpora. Previous TLS re- 164

searchers mostly worked on the documents con- 165

taining multiple news events, which are rich in 166

events. These works have not focused much on 167

prior event detection and have not addressed how 168

they can be effectively generalized in historical text 169

documents such as biographies. In this work we 170

propose for the first time a novel two-step approach 171

for event timeline generation. To this end, we first 172

1https://www.ldc.upenn.edu/
collaborations/past-projects/tac-kbp
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adapt GAN-BERT (Croce et al., 2020), a gener-173

ative adversarial learning framework built on top174

of the BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) architecture for175

important event identification from historical text176

documents. Next, we propose a novel tag curation-177

cum-embedding technique from world knowledge178

in order to significantly improve the performance179

of the unsupervised event coreference resolution180

methods. As a natural follow-up we also develop a181

supervised event mention-pair based deep neural182

model for the event coreference resolution task. We183

compare the proposed method with various TLS184

baselines and report superior performance.185

3 Model architecture186

Figure 2 shows the overall architecture of the sys-187

tem. It consists of three major components: (i) im-188

portant sentence extraction, (ii) event coreference189

resolution, and (iii) timeline visualization. The ar-190

rows represent the direction of data flow. Next, we191

describe the requirement of each of these compo-192

nents.193

Important sentence extraction: This module ex-194

pects raw English text documents with publication195

date as input. The publication date serves as the196

initial reference date for all the sentences in a docu-197

ment. Text pre-processing and sentence extraction198

is done in this phase. Inspired by Chakraborty et al.199

(2020), we have used active learning to generate200

more annotated examples for the minority class to201

reduce class imbalance. After that the sentences202

are passed through a classifier to predict important203

sentences.204

Event coreference resolution: As the output of205

the sentence classification phase we have a set of206

important sentences from the documents. Many207

of these sentences may refer to the same event.208

Therefore we carried out the event coreference res-209

olution to merge the sentences which belong to the210

same event. To further improve the performance211

we extracted and used (i) temporal expression from212

sentences (if any) and (ii) world-knowledge based213

tags.214

Timeline visualization: Once the event corefer-215

ence resolution phase was successfully executed,216

we generated visualization for the given event se-217

quence using vis-timeline2, a dynamic, browser218

based visualization library.219

2https://visjs.github.io/vis-timeline/
docs/timeline/

Figure 2: The overall architecture for generating the event
timeline.

4 Data preparation 220

In this section we present the details of the datasets 221

that we prepare for our experiments. We also out- 222

line the overall annotation process of these datasets. 223

4.1 Datasets 224

Collected works of Mahatma Gandhi: We leverage 225

the Collected Works of Mahatma Gandhi (CWMG) 226

available at (Preservation and Trust, 2013), an as- 227

sortment of 100 volumes consisting of the books, 228

letters, telegrams written by Mahatma Gandhi and 229

also the compiled writings of the speeches, inter- 230

views engaging Gandhi. This data covers many 231

important historical events within the time period 232

of 1884-1948 in British colonised India. 233

Collected works of Abraham Lincoln: The second 234

dataset we have use to demonstrate our system is 235

based on the life-long writings of the 16th president 236

of the United States, Abraham Lincoln, formally 237

known as the Collected Works of Abraham Lincoln 238

(CWAL)3 comprising a total of 8 volumes. 239

COVID-19 event dataset: In addition, to establish 240

the generalizability of the approach, we collect 140 241

major events, that happened in India during the 242

COVID-19 pandemic from different sources such 243

as Wikipedia4, Who.int5 to be placed on a timeline 244

for elegant visualisation using our system. 245

4.2 Annotation 246

In this section we outline the data annotation proce- 247

dure for the two phases. Note that while the event 248

classification phase is supervised (Level I anno- 249

tations), the coreference resolution is done using 250

both unsupervised and supervised techniques. The 251

annotations for the coreference resolution (Level 252

II annotations) are therefore required to (a) train 253

the supervised approach and (b) test the efficacy 254

of both the unsupervised and supervised approach. 255

3https://quod.lib.umich.edu/l/lincoln/
4https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

COVID-19_pandemic_in_India
5https://www.who.int/india/

emergencies/coronavirus-disease-(covid-19)
/india-situation-report
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To ameliorate the reliability of the annotators, we256

carried out a trial round of annotations for 100 sen-257

tences.258

Level I – Important sentences: From the 100 vol-259

umes of text files from CWMG we first extract all260

the letters containing the publication dates and re-261

cipients name. There were a total of 28531 letters262

in the entire CWMG. We primarily use the letters263

for our experiments as we observe that they contain264

the best temporal account of the events.265

From the overall set of letters, we select the year266

range 1930–1935 since this range has the largest267

collection of letters In order to further choose the268

right data sample, we categorize the letters into269

formal and informal types based on the recipients270

of the letters. A simple heuristic that we follow271

is – the letters written to government officials and272

famous historic personalities can be categorized as273

formal while those written to the family members274

can be classified as informal ones. We collect the275

list of Mahatma Gandhi’s family member names276

from Gandhian experts for identifying the infor-277

mal letters. We manually notice that the formal278

letters contained much more useful historic infor-279

mation than the informal ones. We therefore only280

consider the formal letters for manually annotating281

the useful sentences. In addition, we only consider282

the letters which have more than 1000 words in its283

content. This results in 41 letters with substantial284

content.285

Finally, out of these filtered letters we manually286

annotate all the sentences of 18 letters (i.e., 979287

sentences in all). The remaining sentences (i.e.,288

1689 in total) from the rest of the letters were left289

unlabelled. Both of these labelled and unlabelled290

sentences were used for training the classifier. The291

classes in which the sentences were classified were292

based on their historical importance. In specific,293

we identify three such important classes – (a) the294

events/fact, which typically represent that some-295

thing happened or took place (Pustejovsky et al.,296

2003). This may consist of participants and lo-297

cations; (b) the demands, which represent the de-298

mands Mahatma Gandhi had made to the British299

government throughout his writings and (c) others.300

In order to further enrich the dataset we collect301

gold standard events related to Mahatma Gandhi302

from an additional reliable and well maintained303

resource6.304

For the CWAL we simply extract all the sen-305

6https://www.gandhiheritageportal.org/

tences from volume 2 and follow similar ap- 306

proaches to annotate important sentences as in the 307

case of CWMG. Without considering any filtering 308

criteria we consider all the 111 articles of volume 2 309

including his letters and propositions which consist 310

of a total of 1386 sentences. 311

For both the datasets three annotators annotated 312

the sentences. The inter-annotator agreements, i.e., 313

Cohen’s κ were 0.66 and 0.58 for the former and 314

the latter datasets respectively. Table 1 shows the 315

category distribution for both the datasets. 316

Classes Count
CWMG CWAL

event/fact 716 200
demand 81 96
other 268 382

Table 1: Category distribution for the two datasets.

Level II – Coreference resolution: The second 317

round of annotation was carried out for evaluating 318

the event coreference detection task on the same 319

dataset. For this case we only annotate the texts 320

which were marked important during the Level-I 321

annotation procedure. In addition to it the Level-II 322

annotation was also carried out for the COVID-19 323

event dataset. Based on the perception of the anno- 324

tators, the sentences which potentially referred to 325

the same event were placed in the same cluster. In 326

this case, the inter-annotator agreements were 0.74, 327

0.61, and 0.78 for the CWMG, the CWAL and the 328

COVID-19 event dataset respectively. In this case, 329

for measuring the annotator agreement we use the 330

MUC (Vilain et al., 1995) based F1-score (Ghaddar 331

and Langlais, 2016). 332

5 Details of the individual modules 333

In this section we describe in detail the methods 334

used for important event extraction and coreference 335

resolution. 336

5.1 Important event extraction 337

Baselines: As baselines, we use SVM (Hearst, 338

1998) and Multinomial Naïve Bayes (Kibriya et al., 339

2004) on simple bag-of-words feature. For SVM we 340

use linear kernel. For the evaluation of the classi- 341

fiers we use a 70:30 train-test split of the annotated 342

data. 343

Fine-tuned BERT: Apart from the above two base- 344

lines, we try BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) neural net- 345

work based framework for the classification. We 346

train the model using the PyTorch (Paszke et al., 347
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2019) library, and apply bert-base-uncased pre-348

trained model for text encoding. We use a batch349

size of 32, sequence length of 80 and learning rate350

of 2e− 5 as the optimal hyper-parameters for train-351

ing the model.352

GAN-BERT text classifier: In search for further en-353

hancement of the performance based on our limited354

sets of labelled data, we employ the GAN-BERT355

(Croce et al., 2020) deep learning framework for356

classifying the important sentences. It uses gener-357

ative adversarial learning to generate augmented358

labelled data for semi-supervised training of the359

transformer based BERT model. It improves the360

performance of BERT when training data is scarce361

and is therefore highly suited for our case. Here we362

also feed the unlabeled data sample, as discussed363

in section 4.2, to help the network to generalize the364

representation of input texts for the final classifica-365

tion (Croce et al., 2020).366

5.2 Event coreference resolution367

Once the classification was done we end up with368

’eventful’ sentences linked to its corresponding doc-369

ument publication time in the format noted in Ta-370

ble 2.371

Doc publication
time Important sentences

03/05/1930 He was arrested at 12.45 a.m. on May 5.

03/05/1930
In Karachi, Peshawar and Madras the fir-
ing would appear to have been unpro-
voked and unnecessary.

Table 2: Sample list of sentences from CWMG after the
sentence classification.

Time within sentences: For generating the accurate372

event timeline we need to assign a valid date to a373

particular sentence (or event). For example, in the374

first sentence in Table 2, although the document375

publication time is mentioned to be 03/05/1930,376

the sentence clearly has embedded in it the exact377

event date 05/05/1930 apparent from “arrested on378

May 5”. Therefore, wherever available, we also379

consider the explicit mention of time inside the380

sentence to get the exact occurrence time of an381

event. We extract the explicit mention of time using382

the HeidelTime7 tool.383

Tag generation from world knowledge: An individ-384

ual sentence does not always contain much infor-385

mation about the event which it is getting referred386

to. So we attempt to incorporate world knowledge387

7https://github.com/HeidelTime/
heideltime

for each individual sentence. By using each sen- 388

tence as a query we gather the top five Google 389

search results using the googlsearch api8 and also 390

consider the document from which the sentence 391

was being extracted. Next we analyse the search re- 392

sult using TextRank9, Rake10 and pointwise mutual 393

information11 to generate top keywords present in 394

the search result. Although these methods pro- 395

duce reasonably good results, in many cases we 396

needed to manually filter out certain noisy tags. 397

For each sentence we therefore land up with one 398

or more tags. We retain the top ten tags for every 399

sentence which means that the number of tags for 400

a sentence could vary between one and ten. We do 401

not use encyclopaedic resources such as Wikipedia 402

to get the search results because the datasets we 403

are using, are only available in a few very specific 404

websites. The pre-trained sentence-bert embedding 405

technique was used for obtaining a 768 dimensional 406

representation of the keywords. 407

Event clustering: We employ several unsupervised 408

approaches for sentence coreference resolution. 409

As baselines, we choose two commonly used ap- 410

proaches for coreference resolution – (a) Lemma: 411

It attempts to put the sentence pairs in same coref- 412

erence chain which share the same head lemma, 413

(b) Lemma-δ: In addition to same head lemma as 414

a feature, it also computes the cosine similarity (δ) 415

between the sentence pair based on tf-idf features, 416

and only places the sentence pairs in the same coref- 417

erence chain if δ exceeds some threshold. Then the 418

sentence clusters were created using agglomerative 419

clustering method. To extract the head lemma of a 420

sentence, we use the SpaCy dependency parser. 421

Apart from these two common baselines, we vec- 422

torize the sentences using tf-idf vectorization tech- 423

nique and then apply different clustering techniques 424

such as Gaussian-Mixture12 model, agglomerative 425

clustering to cluster the sentences corresponding 426

to similar events. 427

We also use the pre-trained sentence-bert 428

(Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) model to encode the 429

sentences and apply similar clustering techniques. 430

Finally, we concatenate the sentence embedding 431

8https://github.com/MarioVilas/
googlesearch

9https://github.com/DerwenAI/
pytextrank

10https://pypi.org/project/rake-nltk/
11https://www.nltk.org/howto/

collocations.html
12https://scikit-learn.org/stable/

modules/mixture.html
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with the tag embedding generated from that partic-432

ular sentence. We again cluster the sentences based433

on this new representation. This, as we shall later434

see, significantly improves the performance of the435

clustering phase.436

We evaluate the clustering results on the basis of437

the annotated data which had been obtained in the438

second phase of data annotation.439

Supervised event mention-pair model: An event440

mention is a sentence or phrase that defines an event441

and one event may contain multiple event mentions442

(Chen et al., 2009). Based on our annotated dataset443

we adopt a supervised two-step mention-pair model444

for the coreference resolution. In the first step445

we train a binary classifier to determine whether446

two event mentions are coreferent. After training,447

the resulting mention-pair model can be applied to448

classify the test instances. In the second step we449

employ agglomerative clustering to coordinate the450

pairwise decisions and construct a partition.451

We first create a dataset containing all the pos-452

sible pairs of eventful (i.e., event/fact or demand)453

sentences from the ground truth annotations. We454

set the coreference label to 1 if the sentence pair455

is contained in the same cluster as per the Level-II456

annotation and 0 otherwise. Here we again use a457

70:30 split to generate training and test instances.458

The overall architecture is inspired from Barhom459

et al. (2019) (see Appendix A.2). The inputs to the460

model are the two sentences (i.e. S1 and S2) and461

their corresponding actions (i.e., A1 and A2), time462

(i.e., T1 and T2) and tags (i.e., K1 and K2). We463

extract actions (i.e., Ai) for each of the sentences464

(fact or demand might not contain any action) using465

SpaCy dependency parser.466

We encode each feature using pre-trained GloVe467

(Pennington et al., 2014) embedding (100 dimen-468

sion). Each sentence embedding and its correspond-469

ing feature embeddings are then passed through470

LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) layers471

and concatenated to generate a mention represen-472

tation. Two mention representations are finally473

concatenated to get a pairwise representation and474

passed through a feed forward network to return a475

score denoting the likelihood that two mentions are476

coreferent. Based on the predicted pairwise score477

on the test instances we use a threshold (0.5) to478

generate a similarity matrix of the mentions, and479

then apply agglomerative clustering to partition the480

similar mentions into different clusters.481

6 Experiments 482

6.1 Evaluation metrics 483

We have used separate evaluation metrics for the 484

two phases. 485

Important sentence classification: In this case we 486

use the standard accuracy and F1-score values. 487

Dataset Model Evaluation Metric
Accuracy F1

C
W

M
G MNB 0.74 0.45

SVM 0.79 0.5
Fine-tuned BERT 0.8 0.57

GAN-BERT 0.9 0.69

C
W

A
L MNB 0.6 0.3

SVM 0.6 0.34
Fine-tuned BERT 0.61 0.56

GAN-BERT 0.7 0.65

Table 3: Results (accuracy and macro F1-score) for the im-
portant event classification using our approaches on the two
datasets. MNB: Multinomial Naïve Bayes. Best results are
marked in boldface and highlighted in green cells.

Event coreference resolution: Here we conduct the 488

evaluation based on the widely used coreference 489

resolution metrics – (a) MUC (Vilain et al., 1995), 490

a link-based metric; (b) B3 (Bagga and Baldwin, 491

2000), a mention based metric; (c) CEAF (Luo, 492

2005) which uses a similarity measure (φ) to eval- 493

uate the similarity of two entities. It uses the Kuhn- 494

Munkres algorithm (Kuhn, 1955) to find the best 495

one-to-one mapping of the key to the response en- 496

tities using the given similarity measure; and (d) 497

BLANC (Recasens and Hovy, 2011), a link-based 498

metric that adapts the Rand Index (Rand, 1971) to 499

coreference resolution evaluation. 500

Due to the inconsistency of each of these evalua- 501

tion metrics (Moosavi and Strube, 2016) we shall 502

also report the average outcomes of all the metrics. 503

6.2 Results 504

We evaluate the two different phases separately. 505

Ground-truth data was used from each phase for 506

respective evaluations. 507

Important event classification: The key results for 508

the two datasets (CWMG and CWAL) are sum- 509

marised in Table 3. Our approach based on GAN- 510

BERT by far outperforms the standard baselines. 511

For the CWMG dataset, the macro F1-score shoots 512

from 0.50 (SVM) to 0.69 on the three class classi- 513

fication task. Likewise for the CWAL dataset, the 514

macro F1-score shoots from 0.34 (Naïve Bayes) to 515

0.65. 516

Evaluation of coreference resolution: For the evalu- 517

ation of event coreference resolution we use several 518

coreference resolution metrics to analyse the model 519

performance. It is apparent from Table 4 that the ap- 520
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Dataset System MUC B3 CEAF_E BLANC Avg (overall)
F1 F1 F1 F1 Recall Precision F1

C
W

M
G

Lemma 0.45 0.38 0.20 0.49 0.39 0.38 0.38
Lemma-δ 0.53 0.41 0.19 0.48 0.48 0.40 0.41

tf-idf + GM 0.53 0.53 0.36 0.60 0.49 0.52 0.50
tf-idf + AC 0.55 0.50 0.42 0.57 0.50 0.53 0.51
s-bert + GM 0.61 0.54 0.41 0.60 0.54 0.54 0.54
s-bert + AC 0.63 0.57 0.40 0.61 0.55 0.56 0.55

+ tag embedding
tf-idf + GM 0.64 0.57 0.45 0.64 0.57 0.60 0.58
tf-idf + AC 0.62 0.61 0.51 0.66 0.58 0.63 0.60
s-bert + GM 0.65 0.62 0.48 0.66 0.60 0.60 0.60
s-bert + AC 0.75 0.70 0.52 0.73 0.65 0.71 0.68

mention-pair model 0.91 0.59 0.83 0.53 0.83 0.69 0.72
C

W
A

L

Lemma 0.28 0.11 0.17 0.49 0.26 0.27 0.27
Lemma-δ 0.31 0.15 0.14 0.48 0.28 0.27 0.18

tf-idf + GM 0.53 0.37 0.35 0.49 0.42 0.45 0.43
tf-idf + AC 0.57 0.42 0.38 0.49 0.45 0.49 0.46
s-bert + GM 0.43 0.39 0.40 0.54 0.43 0.46 0.44
s-bert + AC 0.51 0.42 0.40 0.54 0.46 0.48 0.47

+ tag embedding
tf-idf + GM 0.74 0.52 0.40 0.63 0.56 0.59 0.57
tf-idf + AC 0.72 0.51 0.48 0.64 0.57 0.61 0.59
S-bert+ GM 0.74 0.41 0.34 0.67 0.51 0.57 0.54
s-bert + AC 0.82 0.53 0.44 0.72 0.60 0.66 0.63

mention-pair model 0.96 0.42 0.78 0.35 0.82 0.65 0.64

C
O

V
ID

-1
9

Lemma 0.55 0.39 0.28 0.55 0.51 0.42 0.44
Lemma-δ 0.34 0.29 0.25 0.51 0.35 0.34 0.35

tf-idf + GM 0.56 0.41 0.36 0.60 0.47 0.50 0.48
tf-idf + AC 0.59 0.45 0.36 0.62 0.49 0.54 0.51
s-bert + GM 0.63 0.45 0.32 0.57 0.47 0.51 0.49
s-bert + AC 0.61 0.44 0.35 0.57 0.48 0.50 0.49

+ tag embedding
tf-idf + GM 0.44 0.33 0.28 0.54 0.39 0.40 0.39
tf-idf + AC 0.44 0.34 0.32 0.44 0.4 0.42 0.41
s-bert + GM 0.57 0.41 0.35 0.59 0.47 0.49 0.48
s-bert + AC 0.63 0.46 0.39 0.59 0.51 0.52 0.52

mention-pair model 0.95 0.94 0.93 0.94 0.943 0.942 0.94

Table 4: Event coreference results before and after tag embedding. GM: Gaussian Mixture based clustering; AC: Agglomerative
Clustering; s-bert: sentence-bert. Best results including the tag embedding are marked in boldface and highlighted in green cells.
Best results excluding the tag embedding are marked by underline and highlighted in blue cells.

proach based on clustering with sentence-bert em-521

beddings by far outperforms the baselines lemma522

and lemma-δ. For the CWMG dataset, sentence-523

bert + agglomerative clustering is the best overall;524

for the other two datasets no single method is a525

clear winner.526

However, the primary point that we wish to em-527

phasize in the table is the result after incorporat-528

ing tag embedding. It can be clearly observed529

that this intuitive, albeit hitherto unreported, tech-530

nique almost always produces better results. In531

fact, the assimilation of the tag embeddings with532

the sentence-bert embeddings boosted the overall533

F1-score by 13%, and 16% for the CWMG and534

the CWAL datasets respectively. An interesting535

observation is that the benefit of the tag embedding536

is best leveraged by the sentence-bert + agglomer-537

ative clustering which is a clear winner for all the538

three datasets. For the COVID-19 dataset, though539

the improvement obtained by adding the tag em-540

bedding is negligible since the search results for541

COVID-19 related events are very generic in na-542

ture.543

Full system evaluation: So far, the assessment for544

the two components was carried out separately, i.e.,545

the evaluation for the important sentence extraction546

was based on Level-I annotated data while the eval-547

Dataset Method Recall Precision F1

CWMG MA 0.65 0.71 0.68
MP 0.62 0.65 0.63

CWAL MA 0.60 0.66 0.63
MP 0.55 0.59 0.57

Table 5: Comparison of full system evaluation result for
the standard coreference resolution result. MA: Important
sentences obtained through manual annotation, MP: Important
sentences obtained from model prediction.

uation for event coreference resolution was on the 548

basis of Level-II annotations independently. We 549

also conduct the full system evaluation for CWMG 550

and CWAL datasets, i.e., the complete evaluation 551

was only dependent on Level-II annotated data. For 552

this case we trained the GAN-BERT classifier with 553

30% of the labeled data along with the unlabeled 554

data (discussed in section 4.2), and had predictions 555

for the rest of 70% data. Now, we consider only 556

the true positives (labeled as important, and also 557

predicted important), before performing the coref- 558

erence resolution. This task is evaluated based on 559

the Level-II annotated data. Table 5 shows the com- 560

parison between the full system evaluation result 561

and the standard result. The results shown here 562

are the average value of the four different standard 563

metrics (MUC, B3, CEAF_E and BLANC) cor- 564

responding to the best performing unsupervised 565

model. The supervised results are very similar and 566

therefore not shown. 567
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System CWMG Dataset CWAL Dataset
AR1-F AR2-F AR1-F AR2-F

MM 0.023 0.001 0.052 0.024
DT 0.008 0.001 0.022 0.002

ED + DT 0.015* 0.006* 0.026* 0.002
CLUST 0.028 0.02 0.055 0.040

ED + CLUST 0.034• 0.025• 0.086• 0.071•
Our method 0.062†*• 0.043†*• 0.069†*• 0.042†*•

Table 6: Comparison of our method for the with the existing
state-of-the-art TLS methods - (1) MM (submodularity based
method): Martschat and Markert (2018) and (2) DT: datewise
and (3) CLUST: clustering based TLS by Gholipour Ghalan-
dari and Ifrim (2020), ED: Event detection. †, *, • show that
our results are significantly different from MM, ED + DT, ED
+ CLUST respectively. In turn, any method with ED (*, •) is
significantly better than MM.

Comparison with TLS: Since our method has some568

parallels with TLS, in this section we perform a569

thorough comparison with state-of-the-art TLS sys-570

tems for the CWMG and CWAL datasets. Note that571

the output of our system is not similar to that of the572

standard TLS output. In order to make the compari-573

son possible we added a simple summarization step574

at the end of our pipeline. We used the BERT ex-575

tractive summarizer (Miller, 2019) to extracted the576

two most important sentences as the summary for577

each of the event clusters generated by our method.578

We evaluated the summaries using the alignment-579

based ROUGE (AR) F-Score (Martschat and Mark-580

ert, 2017). Unlike (Gholipour Ghalandari and Ifrim,581

2020), we did not use of any date ranking method582

to rank the dates of the predicted timeline and com-583

pare the ground truth with top-k predicted timeline.584

We tested all the approaches using our Level I an-585

notated data as the ground truth reference. Table586

6 shows the detailed comparison of our approach587

with one of the existing state of the art TLS ap-588

proaches on several TLS datasets. Our two-step589

approach clearly outperforms the standard TLS590

methods for our historical datasets. One possible591

reason behind the success of our model could be592

that the sentence selection process for the summary593

in the standard TLS approaches are highly sensi-594

tive to the keywords used for the particular dataset595

and generating quality keywords for a dataset con-596

sisting of diverse events like ours requires domain-597

expertise (see Table 7). A very crucial observation598

is that event detection prior to summarization al-599

ways helps – our method as well as one of the600

baseline methods (Gholipour Ghalandari and Ifrim,601

2020) where event detection can be easily incorpo-602

rated show significantly13 improved performance.603

604

13Statistical significance were performed using
Mann–Whitney U test (Mann and Whitney, 1947)

Table 7: Sample summary generated using (Gholipour Gha-
landari and Ifrim, 2020) (left) and our method (right) on the
CWMG dataset. Text in blue indicates the portion present in
the ground truth timeline.

7 Timeline visualization 605

Generating a timeline would not be that impactful 606

unless it is visualized in an interpretable and con- 607

venient way. The primary features of a timeline, 608

i.e., the flow of events, the temporal and spatial 609

elements and their relationship need to be clearly 610

highlighted in a timeline visualization. We incor- 611

porate an elegant visualization for the generated 612

event timelines using vis-timeline javascript library 613

(Appendix A.3 shows an example timeline). 614

Survey: In order to understand the effectiveness 615

of the interface we ran an online crowd-sourced 616

survey. Out of 33 paritcipants with different educa- 617

tional backgrounds, 93% agreed that the interface 618

was very useful for summarization of historical 619

timeline of events. Another intriguing point is that 620

88% participants found some information which 621

would have been hard for them to fathom just by 622

reading the CWMG plaintext (see more results in 623

Appendix A.4). 624

8 Conclusion 625

In this work we presented a framework to generate 626

event timeline from any timestamped document. 627

The entire pipeline has two parts – important event 628

detection and event coreference resolution. We 629

achieve state-of-the-art performance for both these 630

tasks. Our two step method also outperforms sev- 631

eral recent TLS baselines. Finally we render the 632

events obtained using a user-friendly visualization 633

tool. Our system is not limited to any actor specific 634

event (human or location) which made the coref- 635

erence resolution task even more challenging. We 636

believe that our work will open up new and exciting 637

opportunities in history research and education. 638
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9 Ethical considerations639

We have framed our datasets by collecting tex-640

tual information from publicly available online re-641

sources and these do not contain any individual642

private information. The two historical datasets,643

i.e., the CWMG and the CWAL have been con-644

structed by using the two specific online sources645

mentioned in 4.1, while the privacy rights have646

been acknowledged. The contents in the COVID-647

19 event dataset are collected from freely accessible648

Wikipedia and publicly available information from649

https://who.int. Finally, the datasets have been650

annotated by the research scholars and university651

undergraduate students voluntarily.652
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A Appendices 837

A.1 Sample annotations 838

Table 8 shows the examples of Level I annotated 839

data (sentence classification) and Table 9 illustrates 840

Level II annotated data (coreference resolution) for 841

some portions in the CWMG dataset. 842

A.2 Architecture diagram of supervised 843

mention-pair model 844

Figure 3 represents the model architecture, which 845

is inspired from Barhom et al. (2019). 846
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Table 8: Sample Level I annotation of CWMG dataset.

Table 9: Sample Level II annotation of CWMG dataset. We
only marked the cluster value for the sentences which are
marked as important by at least 2 annotators during the level I
annotation.

A.3 Sample timeline847

After resolving the event coreference, the gener-848

ated data is used to create the timeline. In order849

to generate the title for a specific event, we have850

used BERT extractive summarizer (Miller, 2019).851

The idea of visualisation was to make the tool ac-852

cessible to historians as well as run a survey of the853

utility of the tool in the first place. Figure 4 shows854

a sample event timeline generated by the tool from855

the CWMG dataset.856

Figure 3: An illustration of the pairwise classification model.

Figure 4: Sample visualization of timeline generated from
the CWMG dataset.

A.4 Online survey 857

In the survey we asked participants a number of 858

questions regarding the readability, correctness and 859

relevance about the information in the generated 860

timeline. 33 participants with various educational 861

backgrounds took part in the survey. 79% of the 862

participants noted that the interface was easily read- 863

able. 73% of the total participants reported that they 864

were very satisfied with the overall quality of the 865

automatically generated event timeline summaries. 866
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